This paper analyzes critiques of the supernatural by John Dewey, a celebrated American philosopher. Dewey rejected the supernatural on scientific and cosmological grounds, but his most significant critique was made on political grounds. In A Common Faith and other writings, Dewey suggests that supernaturalism erodes democracy by promoting a dualism between religion and science which depreciates the social values that religion originally promoted. Dewey's claims are contextualized and then tested with reference to teaching supernaturalism in a university classroom. The author explains how the study of magic and supernatural mythologies can address real-world issues, turning attention squarely towards (not away from) history. This paper thus presents a counter-possibility: Can appreciation of the supernatural operate as a catalyst for intercultural learning and social empathy? Examples are given. A discussion of the civic function of wonder follows.
Introduction
Think of fairies. Do images of voting booths, protest marches, and town squares come to mind? Likely not. Those are images from the realm of the republic, not the Otherworld. According to an influential theory of democracy, the supernatural incites antidemocratic urges by isolating human interests. Democracy means light: science, rational discourse, public interest. Miracles and ghosts and mystical encounters sever us from social encounter, serving to undermine citizenship. Democracy dies in in the mist. Supernaturalism is thus rendered political. To think of fairies is, in the words of the Irish poet William Butler Yeats (1892) , to retreat from "this century of great engines and spinning-jinnies" and return to the "the old dead beautiful world of romance" (p. 1).
My experience teaching an undergraduate course titled "The History of the Supernatural" has led me to rethink the causal link between supernaturalism and cultural withdrawal. This course, whose subject matter ranges from zombies and vampires to Reformation-era Antichrist broadsides, has drawn my attention to the capacity of the supernatural to induce curiosity and compassion for fellow citizens. Rather than insulating us from our strange neighbors via "metaphysical terror" (Berger 1970, p. 3), supernatural beliefs can operate as a catalyst for civic imagination. Education is necessary for democracy, but education need not be the unenchanted type dreaded by Yeats (1892) where "lecturers with their black coats and tumblers of water, have driven away the goblin kingdom and made silent the feet of the little dancers" (p. 1).
There are two sections in the middle of this paper. The first section concerns theory: An (alleged) link between supernaturalism and the erosion of democracy is analyzed. The second section concerns pedagogy: The (potential) contribution of teaching supernaturalism to intercultural knowledge and social empathy is described. The paper is structured in this way to demonstrate the idea that pedagogy tests critique and generates theory. The way religion is taught in the university influences how we think about religion. The classroom does more than inform individuals-it forms public and political consciousness. Influential scholars of religion such as Wilfred Cantwell Smith and Jonathan Z. Smith were thus keenly interested in pedagogics of religious studies given the larger implications of education for human life. The latter thought a PhD should not be conferred until one had studied pedagogics. Why? Teaching is an integral way religion scholarship remains connected to the public (Smith 2013, p. 41 ). The former wrote: "[I]f as a teacher and scholar one does not enable one's students and readers to see and to feel it"-and by "it", W. C. Smith (1981) means, the dreaming-exulting-fearing religiosity of human beings-"then one has failed . . . to arrive at knowledge" (p. 65). Knowledge of the paranormal is human and humanizing. By treating mythologies and magic as serious subjects of human consciousness, the classroom creates communities.
John Dewey's Critique of the Supernatural
John Dewey (1859 Dewey ( -1952 is one of the great American philosophers of democracy. Dewey's noteworthy contribution was to associate the creation of a free and democratic society with public education. A citizenry education is a prerequisite to a citizenry democratic. But for the same reason, Dewey was an adversary of supernaturalism. "[L]aissez-faire individualism," he wrote, "is a secularized version of the doctrine of a supernatural soul . . . " (Dewey 1989, p. 61 ).
Dewey opposed "unseen powers" for a mixture of reasons. 1 He was a naturalist, so he rejected supernaturalism on scientific grounds. Dewey (1934) saw "natural experience" (p. 6) as the origin of religious values and resisted ecclesiastical attempts to regulate religion to a higher sphere of experience. He was an instrumentalist, so he sought to retain values associated with religion while emptying religion of doctrinal substance, especially belief in otherworldly beings. By identifying religion with practical morality, emphasized the "[i]rrelevancy of 'supernormal' phenomena, even if genuine" (p. 257). But Dewey's theological argument against supernaturalism is neither his most innovative nor his most pragmatic. 2 Dewey's larger reason for opposing the supernatural is political-Dewey rejected the supernatural because he was a democrat.
Dewey viewed democracy as part of a divine plan, as revelation, as incarnation. 3 Early in his adult life, he swapped supernaturalism for democracy in his construal of Christianity. This tradeoff is expressed most vociferously in Dewey's little book on religion, A Common Faith. This publication of his 1934 Terry Lectures describes the ideals and values that give "stability and peace" to the human community as located in interhuman relationships such as that "of husband and wife, of parent and child, friend and friend, neighbor and neighbor . . . " (Dewey 1934, pp. 70-71) . To locate these ideals instead in a "supernatural and other-worldly locus" is to dilute their power (Dewey 1934, p. 71) . He wrote, "The objection to supernaturalism is that it stands in the way of an effective realization of the sweep and depth of the implications of natural human relations" (Dewey 1934, p. 80 ).
Dewey's argument against the supernatural is a form of guilt by association-or rather, guilt by lack of association. The problem is not simply that believers in pre-modern cosmology are ill-informed. A flat earth never tripped anybody. The problem is the real-world political effects of supernatural claims. Religions that "depen[d] upon the supernatural," Dewey wrote in his ninth decade, "have been . . . the source of violent conflict, and destructive of basic human values . . . " (Dewey 1991, p. 394) . 4 Belief 1 Reference to "unseen powers" is made throughout John Dewey's A Common Faith. It is a term he borrowed from the Oxford Dictionary (p. 3). Citations from A Common Faith are from the Yale University Press edition (Dewey 1934) as it is more widely available than the critical edition by Southern Illinois University Press which is published in Volume 9 of The Later Works of John Dewey, edited by Jo Ann Boydston in 1986. 2 Critiques of Dewey's position by those who are otherwise sympathetic to his pragmatism are common. For example, Nel Noddings (2009) says, "A Common Faith is arguably one of John Dewey's least effective books" (p. 12) Rorty (2007) calls A Common Faith "unambitious and half-hearted" (p. 36). Reinhold Niebuhr (1934) . described A Common Faith as a "footnote on religion." 3 In an early essay, "Christianity and Democracy" (originally a Sunday morning address delivered at a service of the Students' Christian Association at the University of Michigan), Dewey (1971) writes, "Democracy thus appears as the means by which the revelation of truth is carried on. It is in democracy . . . that the incarnation of God in man . . . becomes a living, present thing, having its ordinary and natural sense. This truth is brought down to life; its segregation removed: it is made a common truth enacted in all departments of action, not in one isolated sphere called religious" (p. 9). in real demons precedes demonization of rivals (Almond 2014). A claim to "supernatural guidance" undergirds "fanaticism in . . . wip[ing] out heresies . . . " (Dewey 1989, p. 58) . The netherworld undermines the neighborhood.
Dewey acknowledged that, historically, the supernatural was once "natural"-a commonplace way people explained and coped with extraordinary forces (Dewey 1934, p. 69) . But no longer. Persistent reference to the supernatural in an era of science undermines the very communal ideals it once sustained. Supernaturalism does not just skirt science, it compromises community. Dewey (1989) described "anti-naturalism" as appealing to an authority outside of nature and thus "outside men's connections with one another in society" (p. 54).
[D]epreciation of natural social values has resulted . . . from reference of their origin and significance to supernatural sources. (Dewey 1934, p. 71) Mysticism was described in a similar way. Dewey acknowledges that mysticism is natural-in fact, mystical experiences are so common that Dewey describes them as "normal manifestations" occurring rhythmically throughout life (Dewey 1934, p. 37) . However, Dewey laicizes mysticism: no divine-human encounter is necessary to have religious feeling. He thus objects to using mysticism as a religious apologetic-a common move of liberal theologians to validate theological doctrine. By clothing itself in the hooded cloak of numinousness, religion turns away from the common person and encourages sectarianism: "Religion has lost itself in cults, dogmas, and myths. Consequently the office of religion as a sense of community and one's place in it has been lost" (Dewey 1988, p. 226) . 5 This is not the space for a full analysis of Dewey's religious views, but two contextual matters stand out for their relevance to democracy. First, behind Dewey's critique of mysticism and the supernatural is his longstanding opposition to dualism. A Common Faith addresses the problem of "two minds" and "two camps" from its very first sentence (Dewey 1934, p. 1) . A "two realms" outlook-one religious, one scientific-protects appeals to the paranormal from examination (Dewey 1934, pp. 38, 73) . Contrasting forms of intellectual authority sit side by side like an awkward seating arrangement at a dinner party. While such a dualism might be justified by insisting that religion is a matter of private belief, religion is more than belief. Religion is practical, and thus not cloistered in its political effects. Religion impacts on law, family, marriage, ethics-life. Theology walks with a large social footprint. Dewey believed that the dualism implied by supernaturalism wrought social losses that weakened democracy. Thus, his attack on supernaturalism doubles as an attack on religious anti-sociability. A truly "catholic" church is one fully engaged in the social ferments of "war, economic injustice, political corruption . . . " (Dewey 1934, p. 82 ). However, this was impossible, or at least intellectually inconsistent, "as long as social values are related a supernatural . . . " (Dewey 1934, p. 83) .
I cannot understand how any realization of the democratic ideal as a vital moral and spiritual ideal in human affairs is possible without surrender of the conception of the basic division to which supernatural Christianity is committed. (Dewey 1934, p. 84) Second, Dewey's book is religiously optimistic. By linking "the democratic ideal" with a "spiritual ideal," he indicates positive hopes for the future of faith. The flipside of rejecting supernaturalism is not rejecting religion, but rather embracing civic religion. Though Dewey polemicized against supernatural Christianity, he evangelized for a scientifically-oriented ecumenism. After exorcising ghosts from the temple, Dewey invites the people back in. By describing religion in democratic terms, Dewey hopes to reclaim religion's emotional power on behalf of the public. He is anticlerical, not atheistic. 6 Dewey calls shared life a "miracle," and communication a "mystic force" (Dewey 1988, p. 201) . Religion is feeling, created by and for humans-not vampires, revenants, or fairies. 5 For a discussion of mysticism across the work of Dewey, see (Rockefeller 1991, pp. 501-12) . 6 On these terms as applied to A Common Faith, see (Rorty 1998, p. 142, n. 8) .
Teaching the Supernatural
How does a Deweyan educator teach the supernatural? The Deweyan is me-I have written two monographs interpreting Dewey's thought, I have paid dues to the John Dewey Society since 2011, and, of the thirty-seven volumes of Dewey's collected works, I own thirty-eight. I keep two copies of Middle Works, Volume 10. What can I say? I'm a fan.
While I have been discussing Dewey's religious and metaphysical views, Dewey's philosophy of education is much more well-regarded, even among Dewey's followers. Dewey (1972) saw the school as a "social institution" and education as a process of inheriting the "funded capital of civilization" (pp. 86, 84) . While a society-focused pedagogy is readily applied to liberal arts subjects, it often must be made explicit in a religious studies context when historical beliefs seem fanciful or obsolete to undergraduates. And so when I was scheduled to teach "The History of the Supernatural" in a public university my reaction was twofold. First, I questioned what counted as evidence in this context. This epistemological question was intertwined with a second quandary: what public good does studying the supernatural serve? Are there positive social outcomes from learning about leprechauns?
The History of the Supernatural is a first-year course with a large enrollment. Students are curious-especially about whether I think demons and angels are real. The course content focuses on the early modern era, and I emphasize the historiographical task of looking for effects of supernatural stories on people rather than superimposing a method of verification that was not utilized by them. 7 Even our common definition of the term "supernatural" is superimposed-early moderns tended to think of paranormal marvels as intermixed with natural processes. 8 Sixteenth-century witches used "vncouthe poysons" King James I (1597) explained in his Daemonologie, but these were "composed of thinges naturall." Just as divine sacraments are "earthlie" but have a "heavenlie effect," the Devil works in physical realm. Satan was said to afflict humans by increasing the production of melaina khole (black bile) already present in the body-the Prince of the Air trades in human fluids. 9 So, when Dewey speculates that a diabolus ex machina mentality characterizes supernaturalism, this is too simplistic: Early modern characterizations of the underworld double as political punditry. 10 For example, a Reformation illustrator depicts two six-breasted demons pulling priests and Turks into hell ( Figure 1) . One demon wears a tiara, the other wears a turban, signifying a pope and a sultan-the Prince of Darkness wears human hats.
A Deweyan educational approach is to teach historical subjects for their value in addressing present life-doing so sharpens history's "ethical value" and "moral significance" (Dewey 1985, pp. 221-25) . Thus, my supernaturalism course sets evidential questions to the side, not in the name of relativism, but so that we can focus on how ideas of the extraordinary served practical purposes. For example, rather than following the lead of the Fairy Investigation Society and collecting modern proofs of fairy sightings and angelic encounters, I emphasize how fairy tales spoke to the real emotional world of early modern Irish and Celtic civilizations; or, in explaining Día de los Muertos, I show how mortuary ceremonies and calaveras not only honor the dead, but also serve as a form of political resistance (such defying the Americanization of Mexico). This does not mean that I insist that otherworldly encounters are not historical-for example, we discuss how the Satanic Verses incident has been treated 7 On this approach, see (Gregory 2006) . While Gregory's "What did it mean to them?" approach may be a "holding position" (Oldridge 2016, p. 12) it takes seriously the role of ideas in shaping historical events and provides sufficient content for a first-year course. 8 See (Oldridge 2016, p. 12) . Dewey acknowledges something similar (Dewey 1934, p. 69). 9 Referring to the four humors in the body, James I (1597) says the Devil "he knowes well inough what humor domines most in anie of vs, and as a spirite hee can subtillie walken vp the same, making it peccant, or to abounde, as he thinkes meete for troubling of vs, when God will so permit him." Also see (Levack 2013, p. 118) 10 James I's Daemonologie is not only a theological tract, but also James' attempt to consolidate "his kingship with his position as the head of the Church of England" (Howe 2014, p. 30) . Writing at the time of the Second World War, Dewey (1989) refers to diabolus ex machina as a non-naturalistic device used to explain the presence of evil (p. 61).
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This seems to work. At the end of my first semester teaching this subject, students were invited to complete surveys gauging how they interpreted the course content. Four open-ended questions were asked, with students invited to interpret the questions however they saw fit and to feel free to use non-academic language. 13 The methodology used to gather and interpret these responses was a form of action-reflection educational research, an approach used widely in adult education and teacher education. Action-reflection research puts teachers in the position of investigators, asking questions about their own classrooms and pedagogies. The form of action-reflection used here was adapted from the critical incident approach developed by Stephen Brookfield. Brookfield (1990) employs "brief written reports compiled by students about their experience of learning" (p. 31). Rather than asking students to rate a teacher or the course content on a numerical scale, a critical incident report asks students to explain their own learning. The idea is that this will increase awareness (of teachers and students alike) of how learning is being experienced. Brookfield's most known version of this approach is the Critical Incident Questionnaire (CIQ)-an anonymous, five-question survey that invites students to express when they were most engaged, distanced, affirmed, puzzled, and surprised in the classroom. 14 To gather my students' perspectives, I used a modified form of the CIQ: Questionnaires were anonymous and ungraded; participation was voluntary; students were informed that their responses would be used for research purposes; and most significantly, the questions sought to reveal "a content analysis of major themes that emerged [for students] over the semester" (Brookfield 1995, p. 115) . The CIQ stands out for its autobiographical nature-it asks learners to reflect on their own understanding of the learning phenomenon, rather than quantitatively rank what they "liked or didn't like about the class" (Brookfield 1995, p. 114) . The "soft" nature of autobiographical data has limitations: as an n-of-1 sample, the responses below reflect the experiences of one group of students with one teacher. No claim to generalizability is made. Even given this limitation, action research was chosen because of how the practice of teaching is employed to test and the generate theory-what McNiff and McNiff and Whitehead (2002) call "a logic of practice" (p. 4). As indicated at the end of Section 1, a goal of this paper is to describe how teaching about religion informs thinking about religion.
Student responses suggest that the supernatural may not be as anti-democratic as my Deweyan mind had supposed. For example, students were asked whether it was reasonable to believe in the supernatural. Their responses reveal that, whether or not they personally believed paranormal phenomena to be possible, they were able to see how supernatural belief had a positive social function. One student wrote: "I believe it is rational to believe in the supernatural, whether it's believing in ghosts as form of coping and understanding death, or using the explanation of elves and fairies to come to terms with how things occur in the natural world, or explaining odd behavior."
This was a highly-affirmative response (the same student spoke of already having a strong interest in the topic before taking the course) and should be taken with a grain of salt. It is more interesting to look at skeptical responses. When asked if it was reasonable to believe in the supernatural, one undergraduate replied, "Yes. Why not? Who cares?" Another reckoned that belief in vampires was an explanation for a person having rabies. Another student described the supernatural as a useful fiction: "It is understandable, but I don't believe it is reasonable. The supernatural is a sort of explanation for the unknown, but to me it seems rooted more in tradition than reason. Religion to me is similar-more a tradition in which one is raised than a belief reached from reasoning. It's an explanation and comfort."
Believing and non-believing students alike described the therapeutic benefit of supernatural belief. By identifying a practical function of ghosts and goblins, studying the supernatural serves as 13 The questions were: Do you personally think believing in the supernatural is connected to being religious? Is it reasonable to believe in the supernatural? Does the supernatural have a connection with spirituality? How has your view of the supernatural changed over the course of the semester? 14 Brookfield published the Critical Incident Questionnaire at least as early as 1990, and it is still broadly used by educators today. For example, see (Scott-Simmons and Bryson 2017) and (Phelan 2017) . Another indicator of the CIQ's ongoing usefulness to researchers is that Brookfield's Skillful Teacher is in a third edition published in 2015 and his Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher is in a second edition published in 2017. a way of turning attention squarely towards (not away from) history. This is what Horkheimer and Adorno (2002) "Theory of Ghosts" anticipates. "Only when the horror of annihilation is raised fully into consciousness are we placed in the proper relationship to the dead: that of unity with them . . . " (pp. 178-79) . 15 Thus, in explaining how their view of the supernatural has changed over the 13-week semester, the "Yes. Why not? Who cares?" student said, "I have learned a lot about not dismissing the beliefs of people of the past. It's more useful to discuss why they were that way, not just say 'people back then were dumb.' I also have more an idea of how the supernatural and supernatural belief is integrated into our daily lives, whether we realise it or not."
The student who said the supernatural was understandable but not reasonable, also indicated that the course had changed their views:
"I have more understanding and respect for religious and supernatural beliefs than I did at the start of the course. I also have a stronger interest in mythologies and pagan beliefs . . . "
This same dynamic was expressed by a classmate who said:
"Within this age of science, we tend to lean towards a scientific depiction/explanation for events, HOWEVER, I believe that through certain experiences we can be involved in things that could not be experienced in everyday life → for example, communication with the dead as a form of grieving." These students were not gullible or anti-scientific. They are not pious seminarians tendering theological justifications for the inexplicable. They are not magicians. However, even as these undergraduates are aware that the supernatural does not meet certain empirical criteria, they learned (at least) to recognize its emotional payoff and thus to appreciate its social reality. Thus, the social contextualization of religious ideas can do more than "deromanticize and debunk"-it can dignify. 16 The student who spoke of the "age of science" also said: "I came into this course with a rather closed mind, viewing a lot of these concepts as weird/crazy, however after seeing other peoples' unwavering belief and deep history in many cultures, my opinion has become a lot more accepting, and whilst I may not have the same beliefs, I have a newfound respect for those who believe in these things."
Discussion: The Civic Function of Wonder
Dewey imagined Western society as Religious But Not Supernatural-something more enchanting has emerged. In the eight decades since A Common Faith was published, paranormal experiences have become normalized even as religious disaffiliation mounts. 24% of Australians report having a mystical or supernatural encounter-a segment that rises to 58% when it includes believing that such things are possible or knowing someone else who has had such an experience (Pepper and Powell 2016) . 17 37% of Swedes say they believe in paranormal phenomena and 23% in telepathy; of the same group, only 21% believe in God (The Swedish Skeptics Association Föreningen Vetenskap och Folkbildning, . 18 65% of US adults report having experienced at least one kind of supernatural phenomena 15 Brought to my attention by (Callahan 2017) . 16 The phrase is from Richard Rorty (1998) who says, "A humanistic discipline is in good shape only when it produces both inspiring works and works which contextualize, and thereby deromanticize and debunk, those inspiring works" (p. 134). In a way, Rorty is right; for instance, higher criticism of biblical texts has undermined some people's faith. But there are ends literary contextualization can serve beyond debunking. Understanding a text in its historical context need not be a dry procedure. Grasping the emotional world of people from different eras and cultures requires considerable doses of imagination, patience, and humility if a reader is to understand more than the basic facts and figures of another civilization. 17 The number of interviewees = 1258. 18 The Swedish Skeptics Association's poll was conducted by Demoskop; the number of interviewees = 1113.
(from a list that included reincarnation, ghostly encounter, consulting a psychic, etc.). What is more significant is that these numbers are ascending: In 1962, 22% of Americans said they had a "religious or mystical experience"; by 2009, this had grown to nearly half (49%) (Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life 2009). 19 This data is numerous, leading some to wonder whether supernatural belief is natural. 20 In this persistently-enchanted world, Dewey's anti-supernaturalism is not pragmatic. Fear about supernaturalism eroding democracy is as old-fashioned as mid-nineteenth century concerns that unmarried "old maids" were undermining the English economy. 21 Dewey's claim against supernaturalism suffers from just the kind of dualism he wanted to avoid-setting up absolutist criteria to norm a pluralistic society. Dewey (1934) wanted to return to a time when "[t]he temple was a public institution . . . " (p. 60), a time before a modern sacred/secular dichotomy. However, Dewey's big temple had only one door. He introduces another dichotomy by insisting that "one has to choose" between "dependence on the supernatural" and "the use of natural agencies" (Dewey 1934, p. 81) . Dewey is uncharacteristically dogmatic in defining the orthodoxies of common faith. He seems to attribute characteristics to religion (e.g., religion is necessarily anti-science and violent) that are not borne out by the actual practice or beliefs of religious adherents. 22 Against Dewey's view, it can be argued that anti-supernaturalism itself tends to antisociality due to the racialized tone of certain naturalistic reasoning. 23 Projects of demythologization have not historically served the needs of all religious adherents everywhere, especially in the global South. 24 It is reasonable for a religious naturalist to remain unconvinced by phenomena that are "shadowy and wavering" (Dewey 1934, p. 87 ), but it is unjustified and unpragmatic to insist that all fellow citizens love broad daylight. 25 Some magic only happens at night.
However, the argument for the place of supernaturalism in the liberal arts curriculum is more than demographical. A more significant reason, democratically, is that "fancy and wonder" (to use Martha Nussbaum (1997) term for the revelatory effect of literature) enable us to enter new emotional worlds, enhancing sensitivity to other people's lives. Imagination of things-not-seen has a "civic function" (Nussbaum 1997, p. 98) . The kind of compassion fostered through "narrative imagination" is politically resourceful-imagination does not require metaphysical consensus in order yield understanding. Even as our disagreements are spirited, it is the ability to see through walls (if never finally disassembling them) that nurtures the moral awareness necessary to democratic engagement. For a naturalist to fancy the world as a supernaturalist does requires the intellectual openness and flexibility necessary to keep democracy gleaming. 26 19 The number of interviewees = 4013. 20 This view is expressed by social psychologist Clay Routledge (2018) who interprets the prevalence of supernaturalism through the perspective of existential motivation rather than on the basis of its ontological reality or theological significance. Routledge suggests that "supernatural interests are a natural part of the human condition," common to many people including atheists (p. 172). 21 On this view, see (Ellis 1839) . 22 For a survey of common claims against religion and supernaturalism and statistical responses, see (Routledge 2018, p. 177-84) . 23 I am thinking of David Hume (2000) claim that belief in supernatural and miraculous phenomena can be presumed to be false because "they are observed chiefly to abound among ignorant and barbarous nations," or because they were transmitted "from ignorant and barbarous ancestors . . . " (p. 90). 24 For example, the "biblical realism" of Ghanan theologian Esther Acolatse (2018) "provide[s] an alternative to demythologization that serves the interpretive and ecclesial needs of a global church." 25 Jeffery Stout (2004) writes about how supernatural belief is pragmatically and civically defensible: "[I]f being justified in believing something depends on contextual factors that vary from one person to another, and if the relevant standards of justification are as permissive as pragmatism makes them out to be, then Dewey is not in a position to declare supernaturalism beyond the pale of justified belief. According to pragmatic scruples, this is not something that can be determined in abstraction from the lives of particular human beings. It is therefore unwise to decide the issue between supernaturalism and naturalism on an official basis. Dewey might well be justified in accepting naturalism as his own view. This question is whether his denial of supernaturalism can be an essential component of the common faith he proposes for democratic citizens. Why suppose that naturalism can play the role he envisions for it in public culture when most citizens reject it?" (p. 32). 26 Nussbaum (1997) writes: "To allow inside one's mind people who seem alien and frightening is to show a capacity for openness and responsiveness that goes against the grain of many cultural stereotypes of self-sufficiency" (p. 98). Nussbaum's "narrative imagination" is cited by the Association of American Colleges and Universities (2007) Enchanted subjects can be taught pragmatically if we recognize that what William James (1975) called "overbeliefs" are a kind of evidence gathering, a hypothesizing of many possible what ifs (p. 144). Overbeliefs are appropriate for the religion classroom as they "postpone dogmatic answer," not on behalf of relativism, but in order to bear witness to humans' experience of dependence in a world of monsters.
Democracy is one such overbelief-not the naturally-necessary way humans relate across difference, but a risk, a romance, an absurdity loved into actuality. Just think of fairies.
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